This chapter focuses on environmental narratives in the vein of Rachel Carson's early writing, Under the Sea Wind (1941), The Sea around Us (1951), and The Edge of the Sea (1955), and Jacques-Yves Cousteau's The Silent World (1958), which portrays marine/ freshwater life and biotopes as subject to destructive human actions that tend to create counternatures out of places originally teeming with undisturbed, harmonious, and ecologically balanced life. As further examples of such narratives, this paper examines Mark Kurlansky's ethnographic essay Cod (1998) and Swedish journalist Isabella Lövin's more overtly political Tyst hav [Silent sea] (2007), narratives that use a combination of scientific facts and pathos-laden rhetoric to emphasize how human interventions create counter-natural disruptions in sub-marine ecosystems. Life under water thus offers an abundance of scenarios for counter-natural narratives reflecting a difficult and sometimes deeply disturbed relationship between man and nature.
Introduction
The sea is unquestionably part of nature, but as an environment foreign or even hostile to humans, it is also a counternature when seen from an anthropocentric perspective: human beings cannot absorb the oxygen in water; the high pressure makes it impossible for humans to venture freely into the depths; water resistance and viscosity reduce our mobility in water; and water's cooling capacity makes it unfeasible for us to stay immersed more than briefly. Extended encounters with the sea require a range of complex devices, from simple free diving gear to advanced vehicles, bathyscaphes and bathyspheres, constructed to withstand the enormous pressure of the depths. Man is dependent on these vehicles, firmly locked inside them, and when submerged resembles an astronaut inside a spacecraft floating in a vacuum. From the narrow perspective of human survival, life under water is a life counter to nature and to our familiar ways of moving in, observing, and controlling our environment. In this paper I will chart the transformation of our attitude toward and relation to the sea from one of fear and reverence to abuse and finally withdrawal. In the process nature has become something neither hostile not benign, but rather alien. This transformation of nature, from that which we participate in to that which we are only conscious of, is actually an act of withdrawal. Our response is to construct a counternature in which we no longer participate.
Narratives of the Sea
Documentary narratives of the sea have long attracted us terrestrial readers by telling sensational stories of a foreign and amazing world, full of strange life forms that have adapted in various wonderful ways to the seemingly peculiar conditions of life under water (for overviews of the genre, see Carlson (ed.) 1986, and Foulke 2002). Since antiquity stories of encounters with sea creatures have focused on their abnormal appearance and strange behaviour. Stories of enormous whales, sharks, and rays or of stunning mass occurrences of plankton, fish, and squid have contributed to a vast pool of narratives focusing on the biologically exciting and dazzling (Peck 2001 , Isham 2004 . Consequently, the sea not only appears as something foreign in relation to our shared living space; it has come to represent something antithetical to it, something unintelligible. The sea's importance as a counternature, when seen from man's terrestrial viewpoint, has made it easier for us to use it in an ill-considered and reckless way, as a dumping ground for waste, as an infinite tank for pollutants, and as a seemingly inexhaustible supply of food resources (Roberts 2007). Only after the Second World War did the sea come to be seen as threatened by man's activities, which from the standpoint of marine life run counter to the nature of deep sea ecology. The development of advanced fishing technologies and industrial tools such as powerful engines, bigger ships, and radar and sonar systems, made it easier for commercial fishing fleets to empty large areas of the sea of fish. Cod in the banks off Newfoundland and in the Baltic, tuna in the Mediterranean, sharks in The Atlantic Ocean -all these fish became increasingly threatened by what we could describe as a counter natural human onslaught disruptive of well-functioning, "natural" marine ecosystems. When man's destructive tendency gradually became known, via research and the
